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Are you looking for a safe and effective way to avoid pregnancy? Natural
family planning (NFP) is a method of birth control that uses your body's
natural signs to determine when you are fertile and when you are not.
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There are many different NFP models available, each with its own
advantages and disadvantages. This book will help you choose the right
model for your lifestyle and needs.

What is NFP?

NFP is a method of birth control that uses your body's natural signs to
determine when you are fertile and when you are not. These signs include:
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Basal body temperature

Cervical mucus

Ovulation pain

Breast tenderness

By tracking these signs, you can learn to identify your fertile window—the
time during your cycle when you are most likely to get pregnant. You can
then use this information to avoid sex during your fertile window, or to use a
barrier method of birth control, such as a condom or diaphragm.

Benefits of NFP

There are many benefits to using NFP, including:

It is a safe and effective method of birth control.

It is hormone-free, so it does not have any side effects.

It can help you to understand your body and your cycle.

It can be used to achieve pregnancy as well as to avoid pregnancy.

Disadvantages of NFP

There are also some disadvantages to using NFP, including:

It requires a high level of motivation and commitment.

It can be difficult to use if you have irregular cycles.

It does not protect against sexually transmitted infections.

Choosing the right NFP model



There are many different NFP models available, each with its own
advantages and disadvantages. The best model for you will depend on
your lifestyle and needs.

Some of the most popular NFP models include:

The Sympto-Thermal Method

The Billings Ovulation Method

The Creighton Model

The Marquette Model

To choose the right NFP model for you, you should consider the following
factors:

Your lifestyle

Your cycle regularity

Your level of motivation

Your comfort level with tracking your body's signs

NFP is a safe and effective method of birth control that can be used to
achieve pregnancy as well as to avoid pregnancy. By choosing the right
NFP model for your lifestyle and needs, you can take control of your fertility
and make informed decisions about your reproductive health.

This book will help you choose the right NFP model for you and will provide
you with all the information you need to get started.
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